
Year 7 PE Spring 2 -  Can I develop my knowledge of VOLLEYBALL and become the next national 
superstar in these sports?

KEY VOCABULARY 

Dig A defensive shot which 
prevents the ball 
dropping on your side 
of the net. 

Set A shot which allows 
your team to effectively 
play an attacking shot.

Serve A shot that allows you 
to begin a point in 
volleyball.

Contact 
point

A part of the body you 
use to play the ball. The 
height of the ball where 
you play the ball from.

Rotation 
(serving)

The format you use 
when you regain serve 
to have a new server 
starting a point.

SKILLS
DIG: To perform a successful Dig you 
need your arms straight out in front, 
hands together with thumbs your down. 
Your knees should be slightly bent with 
your legs shoulders width apart. Ball 
makes contact with the lower part of 
your forearm.

SET: To perform a successful Set you 
need your hands above your head, 
fingers spread apart making a diamond 
shape. Elbows slightly bent to increase 
height of the ball. Ball makes contact 
with fingertips only.

UNDERARM/OVERARM SERVE: 
Create a fist, ball makes contact with the 
heel of your fist. For both serves throw 
the ball gently in the air. Underarm serve 
your service hand will start behind your 
waist and you will follow through. For 
overarm your service hand will start 
above your shoulder.   

HEALTH and FITNESS 
The 3 phases (parts) of a warm up:

1. Pulse Raiser
- Jogging to increase heart rate

2. Stretching (Dynamic/Static)
- Increasing muscle temperature and 

flexibility
3. Skill-Related Drills 

- Develops focus and movement 
patterns linked to the game 

RULES and REGULATIONS 

Serving rotation
The team that serves is the team which 
won the last point. When you regain 
serve, a new player has to serve.

3 touch maximum
In one attack, your team can only touch 
the ball 3 times. However, you can send 
the ball back in less touches.

Returning a serve
The returning team CANNOT return the 
ball straight back with one touch. They 
must play the ball to at least one team 
mate first.

OBSERVATION and ANALYSIS 
Using the below sentence stems, give a peer feedback on a skill they practiced during the lesson
 SENTENCE STEMS 
WWW feedback: “Say” I like the way… EBI feedback: “Say” I think you could try...

FACT:

Volleyball is 
played with 6 
players on the 
court at one 
time.

Image 1 

Image 2 



Week Homework Task  Complete?

1 After reviewing the skills for Volleyball, create a set play that would enable your team to get a 
point. Be ready to discuss your set play to your group as you will need to agree on the best 
set play to gain a point. 

2 Can you give an example of the importance of each skill (Dig,serve,Set)?

3 Be the coach!
In this weeks lesson after each activity tell your partner one WWW and one EBI. This will 
help overall performance during the drills.

4 Be the teacher 
Scenario: A year 6 class has come to Springwest Academy to learn more about Volleyball. 
However, all the PE teachers are sick, make an information poster for the Year 6 students 
with everything they need to know ensuring they are ready for Volleyball when they come in 
Year 7.

Word of the week; Hand Eye coordination 
 
Hand eye coordination is the way your hands and eye sight work together so you are able to do things that require speed and 
accuracy. 


